In black-box testing, a possible choice for test data generation is to derive test data from interface constraints using some constraint solving techniques. However, directly performing constraint solving to the whole constraint formula may not be able to fully leverage the information embodied in a constraint. Thus, it is difficult to obtain a high coverage test set. For example, when solving a constraint (a > 0 or b < 0) in a whole, we cannot guarantee that data covering sub-constraint b < 0 will be involved in the test set. To address the problem, in this paper, we firstly define a hierarchy of coverage criteria at the specification constraint level. Then, algorithms are designed to decompose constraints according to such coverage criteria and to generate test input sets. The experiments on a set of benchmark programs show that decomposing constraints according to constraint-level coverage criteria does effectively lead to better coverage in test data generation.
Introduction
Software testing is a practical and widely used technique for ensuring the quality of software applications. During software development, a large amount of effort is often spent on software testing. To reduce the cost of software testing, the testing process needs to be automated as much as possible. An important step in the automation of software testing is the automatic generation of test data. The test data generation topic has been studied for decades, and still gets increasingly more attention in recent years since the software development paradigms continue to evolve and new problems continue to emerge.
The state-of-the-art test data generation approaches can be roughly categorized into white-box and black-box [4] . Although the recent advances in techniques, like symbolic execution [11, 17] have significantly improved the efficiency and usability of white-box test data generation, the black-box test data generation approaches are still of great importance. This is especially true when testing a software application running on an embedded device, the source code or even binary code may be unavailable. In that case, only black-box testing techniques can be used. The black-box test data generation techniques can be used to generate a single input passed into a software application [15] or an input sequence which can be used to test reactive software applications like a GUI window [6] . This paper focuses on the former type of test data generation problem.
In the generation of test sets consisting of each single test input, a basic approach is to generate test data by randomly selecting values from the input domain. However, there are often constraints on the input domain, randomly selecting values cannot guarantee both the reasonable inputs (valid data) and unreasonable inputs (invalid data) are selected. An improvement to such problem is using grammars [15] or formats [12] that represent the structural requirements of the software inputs to help derive more elaborated test data. With such input grammars or formats, we can only guarantee the well and bad formatted data are included in the generated test set, but cannot guarantee those logically reasonable and unreasonable data are covered.
To generate logically reasonable and unreasonable data, a possible choice is using certain interface constraints as a basis for test data generation. For example, given an interface constraint a > b for two inputs a and b, by conducting constraint solving for a > b and (a > b), we can get both valid inputs and invalid inputs for the tested application. Modern SMT solvers like Z3 [10] have made such an approach practical to use.
However, when the constraints are more complex, e.g., (a > 0  b < 0), constraint solving to the whole constraint formula may not be able to fully leverage the information embodied in a constraint. We may only generate values that cover a > 0, not values covering b < 0. In such case, it will be difficult to obtain a high coverage test set. To get higher coverage, it is better not to depend on the internal randomness of a constraint solver, but decompose the constraint controlled input space to ensure the quality of generated data. In previous work like [1, 7, 8, 19] , researches are already using the coverage of concepts like disjunction normal form (DNF) to decompose the constraints. However, the existing work does not define a clear hierarchy of coverage criteria with respect to a constraint formula to guide different grains of test data generation. What's more, none of the existing work has validated the effectiveness of constraint decomposition to test data generation via an experimental study. Do the constraint decompositions really lead to better coverage? How much improvement can be achieved by constraint decomposition compared with an approach relying on the randomness in a constraint solver to generate test data? Such problems are unclear.
To address the problems, this paper presents a constraint decomposition approach to help get high coverage test data from the specification constraints. In the first step, we define a hierarchy of coverage criteria on the specification constraints, which includes decision coverage (DC), condition coverage (CC), decision condition coverage (DCC), and normal form clause coverage (NFCC). Then, black-box algorithms are designed to obtain test data according to such criteria, with the support of Z3 SMT solver. We tested the proposed approach on GNU Coreutils benchmark set [21] . The experimental results show that the test data generation guided by constraint-level coverage criteria can achieve about 15% improvement in the source-code level coverage of test sets compared with that unguided by such criteria with the same number of test cases, and the generation time cost of using criteria CC and DCC is low. This suggests such criteria are valuable for practical use.
Demonstration Example
We use a modified version of the typical Triangle Classification application [5] as an example to demonstrate the proposed approach. The modified version only accepts isosceles or equilateral triangles, and its specification constraint on the three input triangle sides a, b, and c is the following:
Both valid test data and invalid test data can be generated for the triangle application according to constraint C. A simple way for generation is using some constraint solver, e.g., a SMT solver, to solve constraint C to get the test data. However, directly solving constraint C cannot guarantee that all situations described by C are included in the result test data set. We may obtain a test set that only satisfies one condition (a = b), without covering the cases that satisfy (b = c) and (a = c), respectively. Setting random solving option in the constraint solver, e.g., setting "smt.arith.random_initial_value" option in Z3 [10] , may help relieve the problem to some extent; however, the problem still remains.
One strategy that can be used to help derive better coverage test data set is to force the test data generation to cover each atomic condition in constraint C, namely requiring these conditions to evaluate to both true and false under the generated data set. For example, by requiring the situations that atomic conditions (a + b > c),
, and (a = c), each evaluates as true and false during test generation. Non-triangles and isosceles triangles with different equal side pairs can be included in the result test set. This can obviously lead to better coverage.
However, for the triangle problem, covering each atomic condition and its negation may still not include the situation that the inputted side values form a normal triangle, which is neither isosceles nor equilateral. This is because such a normal triangle requires a combination of three conditions (a = b) , (b = c), (a = c) to be satisfied. The combination cannot be guaranteed by an atomic condition coverage. To handle this problem, we introduce another coverage strategy for the specification condition C. The strategy requires each sub-clause in the DNF of C and each negation to the sub-clauses in the CNF (conjunction normal form) of C be covered. Under such strategy, there must be a test input satisfying constraint ((a = b)  (b = c)  (a = c)) in the generated test data set. Now, a normal triangle will be included in the result test set, and a situation underived under the covering atomic condition strategy can be covered.
As shown by the example, decomposing the constraints and defining constraint-level coverage criteria according to such decomposition can guide the test data generation process to reach better coverage, even under a black-box testing context. This paper will introduce such an approach in detail and conduct experiments to further validate its effectiveness.
Decomposing Constraints according to A Hierarchy of Coverage Criteria
An overview of our approach is shown in Figure 1 . The inputs of the approach include a constraint formula specifying the interface pre-condition of a given application and a selected constraint-level coverage criterion. The pre-condition constraint describes the valid input data that are supposed be processed by the tested application. It can be provided by a user or even be inferred by some tools. The output is a test data set satisfying the test criterion. The test data set may contain both the valid inputs and the invalid inputs. The whole test data generation process includes two main steps: (1) constraint decomposition according to the test criterion, and (2) In the first step, we decompose the interface constraint into a couple of separated constraints each corresponding to a partition of the input space. Different coverage criteria have different constraint decomposition rules. For example, if we want the test data to cover each sub-clause in the disjunction normal form (DNF) of the original interface constraint, the interface constraint will be decomposed to a set of DNF sub-clause constraints, each corresponding to a group of test inputs. In the second step, we solve the decomposed constraints with a SMT solver to generate test data.
To generate adequate test data for a given application, we define several constraint-level coverage criteria as guidance. These criteria cover different situations described by the specification constraints. Testing under such criteria can check more execution scenarios for the given application. The coverage criteria include decision coverage, condition coverage, decision condition coverage, and normal form clause coverage. Such coverage concepts are partly borrowed from the code coverage criteria in white-box testing.
Decision Coverage (DC)
In white-box testing, the decision coverage requires the test cases cover every true or false outcome of each decision. For constraint-based testing, our decision coverage requires the test data satisfies not only the specification constraint (valid data) but also its negation (invalid data).
Definition (decision coverage):
For a pre-condition constraint C, a test set T is said to achieve decision coverage if the following condition is satisfied:
tT, eval(C, t) = true  t'T, eval(C, t') = false, where eval(C, t) checks whether a test input t satisfies a constraint C.
Condition Coverage (CC)
In white-box testing, the condition coverage requires the test cases cover every true or false outcome of each condition. In constraint-based testing, our condition coverage requires the test data satisfies not only the atomic conditions in the precondition constraint but also their negations.
Definition (condition coverage):
For a pre-condition C, a test set T is said to achieve condition coverage if the following condition is satisfied:
e BExpr(C){ tT, eval (e, t) = true  t'T, eval (e, t') = false }, where BExpr(C) is a set of all atomic conditions in the pre-condition C.
Decision Condition Coverage (DCC)
In constraint-based testing, our decision condition coverage requires that test data satisfies not only the decision coverage but also the condition coverage under the given pre-condition.
Definition (decision condition coverage):
For a pre-condition C, a test set T is said to achieve decision condition coverage if the following condition is satisfied:
tT, eval(C, t) = true  t'T, eval (C, t') = false  e BExpr(C){ tT, eval (e, t) = true  t'T, eval (e, t') = false }.
Normal Form Clause Coverage (NFCC)
To investigate whether decomposing to find-grained combinations can lead to more coverage, we introduce a normal form clause coverage (NFCC). This coverage criterion requires the test data satisfies not only each sub-clause in the disjunction normal form of the given pre-condition but also the negation of each sub-clause in the conjunction normal form. In this way, different situations that cause the input data to be valid and invalid can be covered.
Definition (normal form clause coverage):
For a pre-condition C, a test set T is said to achieve normal form clause coverage if the following condition is satisfied:
is a set of all disjunction normal form sub-clauses, while CNF(C) is a set of all conjunction normal form sub-clauses.
For example, if the pre-condition is:
} satisfies the normal form clause coverage.
A Hierarchy of Coverage Criteria for Constraint Decomposition
The relationships between the different coverage criteria introduced in this paper are shown in Figure 2 . The coverage hierarchy includes four kinds of coverage criteria: DC, CC, NFCC, and DCC. If a test set T satisfies DCC, then it must satisfy DC and CC. If a test set T satisfy NFCC, then it must satisfy DC. NFCC does not have a direct relationship with DCC and CC.
We will decompose a specification constraint into atomic constraints and CNF/DNF sub-clauses according to such coverage criteria and then generate test data set. The detailed algorithms will be presented in the next section. In these four coverage criteria, DC coverage only needs to generate two test inputs, which is too small for practical use. Therefore, in this study, we mainly focus on the rest three coverage criteria: CC, DCC, and NFCC. 
Test Data Generation
This section introduces the algorithms to generate test set for the coverage criteria proposed in Section 3. These generation algorithms are based on a function Z3() which wraps Z3 SMT solver to generate data satisfying a given constraint.
Test Data Generation for CC
To generate a test set satisfying condition coverage, we need to generate test data satisfying each atomic condition e in constraint formula C (e BExpr(C)) and the negation of e, i.e., e. Since a test data satisfying a condition e may also satisfy other conditions, directly generating test data with respect to each condition may produce redundant test inputs. Therefore, we remove other satisfied conditions after solving a constraint e. The algorithm used to generate the whole test set for CC is presented in Algorithm 1.
In the algorithm, a worklist W containing all the conditions that need to be covered are created. Then, we use Z3( ) to generate a test input t for each condition ei in W. In order to generate a reasonable and complete input, we join ei and precondition C (or its negation C) for the input data solving. After generation, ei will be removed from the worklist, and any condition that is also satisfied under input t will also be removed from worklist W. The generation stops when there is no more element in W.
For example, given an interface constraint C:
A worklist W = {e1 = (a + b < 100), e2 = (a + c > 200), e3 = (a > 10), e1, e2, e3} is created. Then, we use Z3 to generate a test input t1 = (1, 1, 200) for e1. Conditions e2 and e3 are also satisfied under t1. Therefore, we remove e2 and e3 from W. Now, W becomes {e3, e1, e2}. We use Z3 to generate a test input t2 = (50, 100, 100) for e3. Conditions e1 and e2 are also satisfied under t2 and hence will be remove from W. Then, W will be empty, and the generation stops. The final test data set will be T(a, b, c) = {(1, 1, 200), (50, 100, 100)}.
Sometimes a user may want to control the number of generated test inputs. For such cases, we slightly modify function CC() in Algorithm 1 to CCk() to generated only k test inputs. In CCk(), if the number of generated test inputs reaches k, we immediately stop generation. If the number of generated test inputs cannot reach k, we repeat the generation process and depend on the constraint solver's internal randomness to generate additional test data.
Test Data Generation for DCC
For a program, under a pre-condition constraint C, a test set satisfying decision condition coverage can be generated by solving data to cover each condition and if necessary, add more test data to ensure decision coverage. More specifically, we first use Algorithm 1 to generate test data satisfying each condition in BExpr(C) and their negations. Then, the test set is checked to see whether condition C and its negation C are satisfied. If the test set does not satisfy C or C, we will use Z3 to generate an additional test input to make such condition being satisfied. For the generated test data, when there is no limitation on the number of test inputs, all data satisfying C and satisfying C will be merged into the final test set; otherwise, we select half test inputs from the ones satisfying C and another half from the ones satisfying C to construct the final test set. 
Test Data Generation for NFCC
For a program, under a pre-condition C with a set of disjunction normal form sub-clauses DNF(C) and a set of conjunction normal form sub-clauses CNF(C), to generate a test set satisfying NFCC coverage, we need to generate test data satisfying each sub-clause in DNF(C) and test data unsatisfying each sub-clause in CNF(C). The algorithm to generate such data is presented in Algorithm 2. In the computation of CNF/DNF for constraint C, the number of sub-clauses in a CNF/DNF can be of exponential size to the number atomic constraints. To avoid generating too many CNF/DNF sub-clauses and control computing time, we allow the user to set up bounds for the number of normal form sub-clauses and for the computing time. If the computing process reaches such bounds, we will stop applying the distributive laws in propositional logic in the normal form transformation. If the there are still too many CNF/DNF sub-clauses after such controlling, we will use the mechanism in Algorithm 2 to control the number of generated test cases.
Experiment
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we implemented the approach and tested it on Coreutils benchmark set [21] to answer the following research questions: RQ(1): Does the approach guided by constraint-level coverage criteria outperform a normal constraint-based approach that is unguided by those criteria?
RQ (2): How is the achieved coverage of our proposed approach compared with a white-box approach that splits input constraint space according to execution paths instead of certain black-box constraint decomposition rules?
RQ ( (4): How is the efficiency of our proposed approach compared with other ones?
Experiment Setup
In our experiment, we randomly select 16 GNU Coreutils 6.11 programs as the experimental subjects. They all are basic file, shell, and text manipulation utilities on the GNU system. All the experiments were conducted on Ubuntu 14 with Intel Xeon X5650 CPU. The information of the tested subjects is listed in Table 1 ; columns 1 to 3 show the subject's name, description, and lines of code including library code.
To answer RQ(1), we implemented an approach called CRAND unguided by constraint-level coverage criteria and compare our proposed approach with it on statement and branch coverage to see if the proposed approach outperform an approach that is unguided by those criteria. CRAND randomly explores the constraint space and alternately obtains solutions satisfying and unsatisfying the given specification constraint as the test data. To answer RQ(2), we compare the statement and branch coverage achieved by our proposed methods with that achieved by an optimized symbolic execution based white-box method implemented in KLEE [9] . For a subject like paste, KLEE's command line arguments to generate test cases are:
For RQ (1) and RQ (2), our approach usually only generates a limited number of test cases depending on the constraint scale, while CRAND and KLEE can generate almost unlimited number of test inputs. It is difficult to compare them fairly. To this end, we set a common bar for test data generation -generating N number of test cases. N is determined according to KLEE (since it is the slowest method). We use the number of test cases generated by KLEE in one hour as N. The test generation of CRAND is forced to stop when the number of generated test data reaches N.
To answer RQ (3), let the generations guided by CC, DCC, and NFCC (they are called CC, DCC, and NFCC methods in short later) run without the test case number restriction to see which coverage criteria of our approach can lead to the best test coverage. Due to the fact that the NFCC method sometimes takes a great amount of time to find and solve the CNF sub-clauses during the experiment, we limit its constraints decomposition and solving time to 3600s.
For RQ (4) , analyze the time consumed by each method when there is a restriction on the number of generated test cases and when there is no such restriction to compare the efficiency of different methods.
Our methods and CRAND are black-box approaches to generate test data under given interface constraints, while benchmarks for such constraints are hard to find. As an alternative solution, we merge the paths constraints reported by KLEE on different program paths to simulate the user-provided specification constraints. More specifically, we select K klee -optimize --output-dir=paste --only-output-states-covering-new -environ=test.env --run-in=/tmp/sandbox --max-time=3600.
-watchdog --search=random-path --search=nurs:covnew ./paste.bc --sym-args 0 1 2 --sym-args 0 1 5 --sym-stdin 8 number of path constraints {C1, C2, ..., CK} with widest coverage on the occurred constraint variables and constraint forms and use their disjunction C * as the interface constraint,
Inputs not conforming to C * are regarded as invalid inputs. Although the valid/invalid partition of the input space depends on an application's business logic, the simulation can at least ensure that the execution paths covered by test data satisfying such specification constraints are representative. To avoid too high constraint obtaining cost, this experiment sets K=15.
In this paper, a Java version of Z3 is used to do constraint solving. The proposed approach is also implemented in Java. After executing the tested programs, we use gcov [22] to collect the coverage rates.
Experimental Results

• Research Question (1)
The results for RQ(1) are shown in Table 2 , where the first 3 top columns present the name, statement coverage (SC), and branch coverage (BC) of each test subject, respectively. The sub-columns show the coverage of different methods, and the last row shows the average data. As stated in Section 5.1, for RQ(1), the comparison of coverage is conducted under a restriction on the number of the generated test cases. Such restriction is shown in column COUNT of Table 2 .
From Table 2 , we can see that for 11 of 16 subjects, the statement coverage rates of CRAND are no more than that of CC method. On average, the statement and branch coverage of the CRAND are 32.07% and 39.49%, respectively; both are less than those of our CC, DCC and NFCC methods (CC: 46.45% and 57.91%, DCC: 46.21% and 58.38%, and NFCC: 32.12% and 41.52%). CC can achieve about 15% more coverage compared with CRAND, which is not guided by constraint-level coverage criteria. The orders between different methods in average level statement coverage rates are CC > DCC > NFCC > CRAND.
In the experiment, NFCC method does not achieve as high coverage as DCC and CC. This is because for RQ(1), the number of test cases is limited. NFCC usually divides the constraints more finely, resulting in more test cases. We selected a small part of them. In that case, the achieved coverage is not necessarily higher than the other two methods. DCC method generates similar kinds and number of test data as CC. Therefore, their coverage rates can be close. The experimental results also indicate that considering the coverage of decision in addition to the coverage of atomic conditions does not make many difference for the coverage at source-code level.
• Research Question (2)
The coverage data in Table 2 and Table 3 show that KLEE gets higher statement and branch coverage than the three methods proposed (KLEE: 81.70% and 85.06%, CC: 46.45% and 57.91%, NFCC: 50.04% and 60% without test case number imitation). For most of the subjects, the gaps in the statement coverage between KLEE and CC is no more than 30% of KLEE's coverage rates.
In fact, the methods proposed in this paper are black-box methods based on specification constraints, while the KLEE methods are finely tuned white-box methods. It is not strange that our methods achieves lower coverage than the KLEE methods. The advantages of our methods are that they are more efficient, do not depend on software implementations, and have fewer limitations compared to the heavy weight symbolic execution approaches. Besides, in software testing practice, it is often suggested that one should first design test cases according software specifications instead of directly generating test cases toward the coverage of source code. Under such suggestions, our approaches still can be valuable choices.
• Research Question (3) For RQ(3), we generate test data freely without a restriction on the number of the generated test cases. The results are shown in Table 3 , where columns CC, DCC, and NFCC show the results of different methods, and the bottom row presents the average data. From the average data, we can see that when there is no restriction on the number of generated test cases; the orders between different methods in the achieved statement coverage rates are: NFCC > DCC > CC. For the number of generated test inputs, the ones of DCC are very close to that of CC. NFCC generates much more test inputs than CC and DCC. Its test data sets are mostly larger than 500. However, because solving DNF/CNF sub-clauses often leads to duplicated inputs, for some subjects, the numbers of test inputs generated by NFCC are still small. Figure 3 also shows the number of subjects on which each method in CC, DCC, and NFCC achieves the best statement coverage, respectively. From Figure 3 , we can see that NFCC achieves the best coverage on 10 test subjects, while the numbers for DCC and CC are 6 and 2. Here, the total number is larger than the number of subjects 16 since DCC and CC sometimes get the same coverage rates. Compared with DCC and CC, NFCC also gets better coverage for more subjects. • Research Question (4)
From the TIME column of Table 2 , we can see that when there is a restriction on the number of the generated test cases. On average, KLEE consumes the longest time (2928.78s), CC and DCC consume about 70 seconds, while CRAND consumes the shortest time (7.89s). On average, the orders between different methods on test data generation time is KLEE > NFCC > DCC > CC > CRAND. CC and DCC take more generation time to find the same number of test inputs compared to CRAND because we do not exclude the previous constraint solving solutions when solving the next constraint. (Two constraints sharing the same solution means that we can use one test input to cover two conditions. Hence, it is unnecessary to generate different test inputs for different constraints.) Different constraints may have the same solution; thus, we need more time solving more constraints to find different test inputs.
Column TIME in Table 3 shows the test data generation time of the methods guided by constraint-level coverage criteria when there is no restriction on the number of the generated test cases. From the table, we can see that for all subjects, NFCC takes the largest execution time (often reaches its time upper bound), and the time consumed by CC and DCC is small. On average, DCC takes 61.91 seconds, and CC takes 59.88 seconds. CC and DCC take smaller time than that when there is a restriction on the generated test case number, because in previous case we may need to run CC and DCC more than one round to reach the common test case number. NFCC is slower because it spends more time on dividing constraints into normal form subclauses, and on solving these sub-constraints.
Discussion
From the experimental results, we can see that decomposing constraints can improve the test coverage by about 15%, compared with an approach that randomly solving constraints without such decompositions. The coverage-guided generation does not introduce too much cost, especially for criteria CC and DCC.
For the constraint-level coverage criteria defined according to different constraint decomposition rules, NFCC can lead to the best source-code level coverage; however, it is also time-consuming and the improvement in coverage rates achieved by NFCC compared with CC and DCC is small. Therefore, CC and DCC are more valuable choices for practical use. They can get relatively high coverage with fewer test inputs. Both achieved coverage rates and the consumed time of CC and DCC are very close. In theory, DCC can guarantee the true and false outcomes of the whole constraint are covered, so DCC will be a better choice than CC.
The threats to the validity of the experimental study include several aspects. First, the interface constraints used in this experiment are simulated by merging constraints derived from program paths. Such constraints may not be representative enough for the real specification constraints, which can possibly affect the effectiveness of experimental study. Second, our experiment subjects are mainly command line argument processing programs focusing more on strings. The form of constraints on such subjects are limited. In the future, we plan to conduct experiments on more kinds of subjects and more real specification constraints to further strengthen the experiment validation.
Related Work
Different from the test data generation approaches, which focus on creating a sequence of inputs according to finite state machines or labeled transition systems [4] , our approach is a model-based one [18] , which generates test inputs passed into an application at a single time according to interface constraints. In the generation of test data from constraints, linear programming, SAT and SMT solving, constraint programming are typical techniques to derive test data satisfying given constraints [14] .
Besides, random and boundary values are also used in constraint-based test data generation when the forms of constraints are limited. Recently, researches also use search-based techniques to solve complex constraints [2, 3] . Of these techniques, SMT solving have been proven powerful for practical use; we choose to use it as a basis for test data generation.
To generate high coverage test data from constraints, some work [7, 16, 19] decomposes the constraint controlled input space into partitions and then uses random or boundary values in the partitions to create test inputs. These approaches do not rely on constraint solving techniques, but they only suite for a limited number of constraint formula forms. The work in [1] and [13] supports decomposing a constraint like x ≤ y into x < y and x = y for the sake of getting more fine-grained input space partitions. However, [1] does not discuss how the test data are generated, and [13] focuses on generating certain models to test model transformation in model-driven engineering (MDE), instead of generating normal test data. In [1, 7, 8, 19] , disjunction normal form (DNF) of a constraint formula is also considered during the partitioning of input space. None of these approaches have defined a clear hierarchy of coverage criteria with respect to a constraint formula to guide different grains of test data generation. Like our work, Weibleder and Schlingloff [20] also adopt some logic coverage criteria in white-box testing, e.g., condition coverage and decision coverage, to the test data generation under OCL (Object Constraint Language) specifications. However, they do not consider the coverage of CNF and DNF in their coverage criteria.
A noticeable limitation of the previous constraint decomposition research is that no research has experimentally validated the effectiveness of the proposed decomposition rules in test data generation. When solving constraints with a SMT solver, the solver itself can have some randomness in test data generation. With such randomness, values in different partitions of the constraint controlled input space may have chance to be selected even without any constraint decomposition effort. Whether the constraint decompositions can really lead to better coverage and how much improvement can be achieved is unclear. This paper presents an experimental study to help answer these questions.
Conclusions
When generating test data from constraints, performing generation directly from the whole constraint cannot guarantees the coverage of the result test set. To this end, this paper defines a hierarchy of constraint-level coverage criteria for test data generation. Guided by these criteria, we decompose the original constraints into smaller ones representing fine-grained input space partitions and use SMT solver to obtain the test data set. With such approach, the generated data becomes more diverse. The experimental results show that constraint-level criteria effectively leads to better statement and branch coverage rates with the same number of test cases (about 15% improvement) and the additional cost introduced for test generation due to criteria CC and DCC is low.
In the future, we plan to bring more white-box coverage criteria, e.g., MC/DC, into constraint-level and study more constraint decomposition strategies for test data generation. Besides, we will also find more experiment subjects and more constraints to further investigate the effectiveness of the constraint decomposition approach.
